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Background:
Preoperative cardiac risk stratification algorithms aim to reduce postoperative
morbidity and mortality. They typically use a Bayesian approach to identify a
low-risk category group who can go for surgery without further testing. A
recent study found that three popular prediction models disagreed 29% of the
time by which patients were categorized as low risk (<1%) [1]. Hence, an
approach to strengthen and optimize the Bayesian risk indices is needed [2].
Common Carotid Intima-Media Thickness (CCIMT) measured by Ultrasound is
a surrogate marker for atherosclerosis and quantifies atherosclerotic burden
in entire vascular tree. Two variables of particular interest i.e. CCIMT-z score
and vascular age help in such quantification [3]. From a clinical series in an
outpatient cardiology clinic, information obtained from CCIMT was explored
for feasibility in risk stratification.

Methods:
As a part of clinical or wellness care, CCIMT was measured by B-mode
ultrasonography using 3-13 MHz linear probe. An accurate method called
‘echo-tracking’ that relies on automated edge detection by radiofrequency
signal processing of ultrasound was used (Figure). From a series of 44 cases,
22 were segregated who would otherwise qualify for low-risk category should
they present for preoperative evaluation for noncardiac surgery. CCIMT z
scores and percentiles for vascular age were computed based on populationbased normal values at different ages in either gender. A multivariate linear
regression analysis was done with CCIMT z score as dependent variable and
following as independent variables: body mass index (BMI), waist-to-height
ratio (WHR), total cholesterol HDL ratio (TC-HDL ratio) and serum vitamin D3
levels. According to American Society of Echocardiography, a CCIMT z score
of ≥1.96 equivalent to ≥97.5 percentile is defined as highly abnormal that
requires immediate attention and further evaluation.
Results: Mean (SD) for age were 48 years (12) and there were equal number of
men and women. Of the independent variables tested, TC-HDL ratio was
significantly associated with increased CCIMT z score (p=0.0134). A simple
linear regression analysis using only the TC-HDL ratio yielded the model:
IMT_Zscore = -0.1149 + (0.3400 x TC-HDL_Ratio )
The p value for the slope was 0.0033 and correlation coefficient was 0.5976
and R square was 0.3571. There were four cases in this low-risk group who
had z score ≥1.96.
Discussion:
CCIMT appears to be useful as part of shared decision making to determine if
long-term survival is important with respect to the decision to operate.
Preoperative statin therapy and close monitoring with troponin may be
considered to reduce immediate perioperative risk. Hence, potential
application of CCIMT in cardiac risk stratification appears promising. A
suitable model to predict the CCIMT z score using readily available clinical and
laboratory variables could be developed in the research setting. In addition,
scope of substituting vascular age for chronological age and/or categorizing
individuals with Z score ≥1.96 as having severe systemic disease in existing
risk stratification algorithms may be explored.
We believe that the suggested approach would provide better insights for
future research in the area.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Preoperative cardiac risk stratification algorithms aim to reduce postoperative
morbidity and mortality. They typically use a Bayesian approach to identify a low-risk
category group who can go for surgery without further testing. A recent study found that
three popular prediction models disagreed 29% of the time by which patients were
categorized as low risk (<1%) [1]. Hence, an approach to strengthen and optimize the
Bayesian risk indices is needed [2]. Common Carotid Intima-Media Thickness (CCIMT)
measured by Ultrasound is a surrogate marker for atherosclerosis and quantifies
atherosclerotic burden in entire vascular tree. Two variables of particular interest i.e.
CCIMT-z score and vascular age help in such quantification [3]. From a clinical series in an
outpatient cardiology clinic, information obtained from CCIMT was explored for feasibility
in risk stratification.
Methods: As a part of clinical or wellness care, CCIMT was measured by B-mode
ultrasonography using 3-13 MHz linear probe. An accurate method called ‘echo-tracking’
that relies on automated edge detection by radiofrequency signal processing of ultrasound
was used (Figure). From a series of 44 cases, 22 were segregated who would otherwise
qualify for low-risk category should they present for preoperative evaluation for noncardiac
surgery. CCIMT z scores and percentiles for vascular age were computed based on
population-based normal values at different ages in either gender. A multivariate linear
regression analysis was done with CCIMT z score as dependent variable and following as
independent variables: body mass index (BMI), waist-to-height ratio (WHR), total
cholesterol HDL ratio (TC-HDL ratio) and serum vitamin D3 levels. According to American
Society of Echocardiography, a CCIMT z score of ≥1.96 equivalent to ≥97.5 percentile is
defined as highly abnormal that requires immediate attention and further evaluation.
Results: Mean (SD) for age were 48 years (12) and there were equal number of men and
women. Of the independent variables tested, TC-HDL ratio was significantly associated
with increased CCIMT z score (p=0.0134). A simple linear regression analysis using only
the TC-HDL ratio yielded the model: IMT_Zscore = -0.1149 + (0.3400 x TC-HDL_Ratio ).
The p value for the slope was 0.0033 and correlation coefficient was 0.5976 and R square
was 0.3571. There were four cases in this low-risk group who had z score ≥1.96
Discussion: CCIMT appears to be useful as part of shared decision making to determine if
long-term survival is important with respect to the decision to operate. Preoperative statin
therapy and close monitoring with troponin may be considered to reduce immediate
perioperative risk. Hence, potential application of CCIMT in cardiac risk stratification
appears promising. A suitable model to predict the CCIMT z score using readily available
clinical and laboratory variables could be developed in the research setting. In addition,
scope of substituting vascular age for chronological age and/or categorizing individuals with
Z score ≥1.96 as having severe systemic disease in existing risk stratification algorithms may
be explored. We believe that the suggested approach would provide better insights for future
research in the area.
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction:
o Preoperative cardiac risk stratification algorithms aim to reduce postoperative
morbidity and mortality
o They typically use a Bayesian approach to identify a low-risk category group who
can go for surgery without further testing
o Separation of low-risk (<1%) from elevated-risk (≥1%) is the key decision point in
the ACC/AHA guidelines for preoperative evaluation for non-cardiac surgery A
recent study found that three popular prediction models disagreed 29% of the time by
which patients were categorized as low risk (<1%) [1]. The three popular models are
1. The Revised Cardiac Risk Index (Lee et al. Circulation 1999;100:1043-9.
2. The American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement
Program Surgical Risk Calculator (Bilimoria et al. J Am Coll Surg
2013;217:833
3. Risk calculator for prediction of cardiac risk after surgery. Gupta et al.
Circulation 2011;124:381
o Hence, an approach to strengthen and optimize the Bayesian risk indices is needed
[2].
o Common Carotid Intima-Media Thickness (CCIMT) measured by ultrasound is a
surrogate marker for atherosclerosis and quantifies atherosclerotic burden in entire
vascular tree.
o As CCIMT increases with age , absolute values are difficult to interpret in a given
individual. Hence, two objective variables of particular interest i.e. CCIMT-z score
sss
and vascular age help in such quantification [3].
o From a clinical series in an outpatient cardiology clinic, information obtained from
CCIMT was explored for feasibility in risk stratification.
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Echo-tracking and auto-edge detection
1. Real time radiofrequency processing of ultrasound
2. Region of interest (ROI) is 1.5 cm starting from 1 cm of vertical
reference line just proximal to carotid bulb
3. A table along side of image gives measurements of last 6
cardiac cycles
4. Good quality measurement indicators: SD less than 10 and A
thick green overlay within ROI
5. The method is inherited by Esaote ART.LAB experience and
now available in all MyLab series of Esaote (Italy) ultrasound
machines

METHODS and RESULTS
Methods: As a part of clinical or wellness care, CCIMT was measured by
B-mode ultrasonography using 3-13 MHz linear probe. An accurate
method called ‘echo-tracking’ that relies on automated edge detection by
radiofrequency signal processing of ultrasound was used . From a series of
44 cases, 22 were segregated who would otherwise qualify for low-risk
category should they present for preoperative evaluation for noncardiac
surgery. CCIMT z scores and percentiles for vascular age were computed
based on population-based normal values at different ages in either gender.
A multivariate linear regression analysis was done with CCIMT z score as
dependent variable and following as independent variables: body mass
index (BMI), waist-to-height ratio (WHR), total cholesterol HDL ratio
(TC-HDL ratio) and serum vitamin D3 level
A CCIMT z score of ≥1.96 equivalent
to ≥97.5 percentile is defined as
highly abnormal that requires
immediate attention and further
evaluation.
Results:
• Mean (SD) for age were 48 years (12) and there were equal number of men
and women.
• Of the independent variables tested, TC-HDL ratio was significantly
associated with increased CCIMT z score (p=0.0134).
• A simple linear regression analysis using only the TC-HDL ratio yielded the
model: IMT_Zscore = -0.1149 + (0.3400 x TC-HDL_Ratio ).
• The p value for the slope was 0.0033 and correlation coefficient was 0.5976
and R square was 0.3571.
• There were four cases in this low-risk group who had z score ≥1.96
A website designed by the first author (SM), www.suhitam.com/vascularage takes
four input variables i.e. age, gender and CCIMT in µm of either sides and yields a
clinically useful report . The algorithm uses maximum CCIMT of the two sides.
Report of a male individual aged 40 years with CCIMT values of 700 and 730 µm
respectively on right and left sides, will be as follows:
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Visitors of the website can login using ‘visitor’
for both user id and password to view
representative cases with different risk grades

DISCUSSION and REFERENCES
Discussion

• Potential application of CCIMT in cardiac risk stratification appears
promising. A suitable model to predict the CCIMT z score using
readily available clinical and laboratory variables could be developed in
the research setting. In addition, scope of substituting vascular age for
chronological age and/or categorizing individuals with Z score ≥1.96 as
having severe systemic disease in existing risk stratification algorithms
may be explored. We believe that the suggested approach would
provide better insights for future research in the area.
• CCIMT has the potential to be incorporated into shared decision
making [4] to provide information on long-term survival to incorporate
into the decision to operate.
• CCIMT results can also be used for the decision to implement
Preoperative statin therapy and close monitoring with troponin to
reduce immediate perioperative risk.
• CCIMT measurement can be performed by anesthesiologist during
preoperative evaluation and expand our role as perioperative
physicians. If the stated machine is not available, methods such as
using electronic calipers on frozen images, other techniques of autoedge detection available in other machines may be used. Advantages
of primary care taker in direct visualization of intima , the abnormality
of which is responsible for vascular events, is obvious.
• A prospective study is planned by the authors to identify determinants
of CCIMT in healthy individuals. Protocol summary may be viewed
from a clinical trial registry using ‘ccimt’ in the key word search
http://ctri.nic.in/Clinicaltrials/advancesearchmain.php
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